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So here it is, a magazine
for the wonderful arts and
culture that King’s and London have to offer. It has taken probably the entire semester, many
meetings and intensified budgeting but what we’ve come up with
is something we can’t wait to start rolling out consistently. This
edition is more than just a starting issue however, it’s something
personal. The team have given this their all, starting from scratch.
Taking this from the ground up means we’ve been in the shadows
for a long time and it’s great to finally release it.
In this issue, we have everything from digging into the depths
of BandCamp for the most interesting overlooked music to a dark
short story in the perspective of a young girl to recommendations
on the best films this holiday break (ta-da). Our feature in this issue is a brilliant interview with Harry Matthews of ThatTransCouple
where he deconsturcts what it’s like to be in a trans relationship
and shit on by the media.
We’ve made this ourselves with our bare hands, personal pocket money and as many freebies and favours we could call on. To
make this free, we’ve paid for it ourselves. Please donate in person
or on the website, it will keep us alive.
Samuel Antonio Turner
Enjoy the magazine!
Editor-in-Chief
(available as an ebook online too)

PHOTOGRAPHY
By Jared Phanco

The photos featured in this issue were taken over 3 consecutive days during London Fashion Week. I was aiming to
find people who had a particularly bold style and stood out
amongst the crowds, attempting to capture the vivid colours
and unique (often surreal) outfits that were showcased by
those hanging around outside the main events of the week.
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If you would like to submit your own work the section
is open to submissions from any style of photography. All
submissions will be reviewed by myself and other editors of
Strand and all submissions will be considered for a feature in
the magazine. Send your work to:
submissions.strandmagazine@gmail.com
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Literature
Hopper’s Lady in Blue
By Lulu Neagle

You sit in solitary silence,
Playing with nothingness between finger
and thumb,
Nestled in that corner you always go,
Your chair still warm from your last visit.

You dial their number each night
Still expecting no answer.

I know why you’re there I’ve been there before
And I too have sat in that rigid coffee shop
seat
And I too have felt that pang of grief
When you recall their smell, their smile,
That sweet laugh of theirs.

A glimpse of hope lights up your eyes
Each time you hear that same bell ring
As someone enters through that door
But, disappointed, your eyes always return
To that cold and empty chair waiting
across from you,
Filling the space where they should be.
LN

Parade of The Pious
By Helen Blasak
Passers-by, however grey
are pink lipped and cheeked to me

Confined forever will candour be
to a life behind your teeth

Untarnished as the day they came into
this world
It is thus that they will make their exit

In this world, there are freedoms
That you will never know

And mourn must I then, alone
For the kinship between the commendable
and the condemnable
It is a likeness beyond the likes of you

Blessed be in torment
For you have never sinned

For you shall never tread these paths or
waters
Where the righteous begin to turn left

STRAND | Poetry
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Quietus
By Helen Blasak

coerced by the raging rhythm
of drums and horses’ hooves
persuaded by the wretched beat
of a loud, imploring heart
ants, cattle, pawns, painted
they rode fast across the plain
the mounting roar
the impending clash
fierce solidarity
a lethal unity

his cheeks were dashed with a delicate,
unsoldierly pink
he blinked blue eyes, blue as the sea or
sky
his eyes wide, his brow no longer furrowed,
his thin lips parted slowly, as though they
hardly dared
he looked like a boy who had been found
during a game of hide and seek
the word ‘mother’ lingered on his lips
but never left

be brave, my sons
said a voice

HB

they, being soldiers, obliged
they rode together, dauntless,
as one does, towards the end

Pretty for Spring
By Natasha Rainey
I’ll surrender my insides,
For the reflection of a rose.
I will purge my body pure,
For a petal’s delicate pose.
The wolves can have my meat,
If they leave the organs alone.
The fairies can have my soul,
If they leave my wiry bones.
The bees can have my honey,
To take back to their hive.
But I will cherish my sickness,
To prove that I’m alive.
NR

Excerpt from

Lonely Hurt Alive

By C.B. Chelston

Loneliness is an unbearable reality. At first, I did not understand it. It seemed like a process, rather than a condition.
A process that was as gradual as it was painful, so slow in
its lethal course that it was only perceivable when comparing
past and present. It was a morning fog, when the only visible
things are your own hands and feet, but everything else is
drenched in whiteness. It was blurry and opaque, slightly nauseating. It felt tepid at the very beginning; it was white enough
to look like a blank canvas – absence of anything but my own
mind. I wanted to stain it, to let my thoughts free. I wanted
an explosion, dynamite, a big bang. My eyes felt alive, sharp. I
wanted to pierce nature with them. I wanted them to see, see
everything, everyone; I felt prepared to become omniscient.
My mind was raw. My ideas multiplying, fearless in a triumph
of self-indulgence. Life slowly became a continuous cycle of
observations, thoughts, observations, thoughts, obsSea. The sea was my favourite thing to watch, especially
after sunset, when its colours were dark and saturated. Cold
and blue. At that time of the evening it seemed like everything
turned blue with it. The sky, the pavement, the pebbles, my
skin. Blue, so blue. I went to the beach and looked at the sea
every day, alone. I listened to the waves and thought about
stories that I could never bring myself to write – I would let my
thoughts create them, end them and fade them into transient
memories. I often forgot about time, but the sea was always
able to remind me of reality. The cold was painful and the wind
was always stronger than my limbs. I breathed on my hands
and sat hugging my legs, like a hard shapeless rock. I thought
and observed, drowning in blue. That had become my new existence; I embraced it with serenity at first. I was water, slowly
turning into vapour, letting my mind occupy the emptiness in
my vicinity, never letting anything touch me. I was volatile, invisible. In my thoughts, that had become the only way to exist.
When you’re alone, the thought of death is inevitable. I
never avoided it. I let it become a lingering presence in my
mind – a little thought, a solitary fly buzzing and hiding among
the corners of my mind. Small and dark and loud and always
there. I accepted it, letting it grow and devour me as loneliness
had become my only abstract possession. I could not admit it,
but death was my most cherished thought. I was inspired by
it, it slowly became an obsession. My evenings at the beach
became colder and blacker. I started wondering if someone
would have saved me if they saw my drowning figure fighting
against the muddy waves, taking my last breaths before letting the sea devour me. The only living beings around were the
sleeping seagulls that constellated the shore, some of them
shouting isolated calls that echoed against the surrounding
nothingness. No one would have saved me. I would have died.
I thought about it for many evenings without letting the idea
escape my mind, until one night I smiled at the thought, exhaling from my nose as my teeth welcomed the present.

crying or moaning?”
I don’t remember why I was crying, maybe because I did
not know where I was.
“Why does it matter? Just keep going.”
Pain was addictive. I embraced it and cherished its
wine-tainted memories of endorphin rushes, chocked screams,
crusted blood. It was a companion. Self-hatred, agony, nausea
– pain made me feel. I found it in the smudged scarlet smiles
of strangers imprinted onto my skin. I found it in the stinging
words of anyone who spoke to me. I found it in avoidance,
judgement, pity. And, finally, I found it at the tips of my own
fingers. I cannot tell how or when it began, it was like a dream;
I knew it was happening, I knew it, but I did not know how it
started or if it would ever stop. It took me a very long time to
acknowledge it. One night, as I was walking home from the
beach I stopped under a street light for a reason I can’t remember. It was dark, but the pavement was perfectly illuminated. Red anemones were growing in its crevices. I looked at
my wrists; they burned. The wounds looked like petals – they
were the colour of daisies at dawn, white ribbons curling into a
bleeding bud. All I could think was that they reminded me of a
sunset, the way the naked flesh reflected the light. Glistening
and tender.
I became more conscious of reality as it became increasingly meaningless. I let people drift and flutter around me; I
watched them as they existed, let them use what was left of
my alienated thoughts and body. Sometimes I talked to them
too. One of them spoke to me every day; she was alone like
me, but mysteriously content with life. She wore pink pearls in
her ears, put peach blossoms in her hair, blushed when she
smiled and talked with a slow, soft voice that gave me the impression of temporary calm. She often said that she loved me.
She was like the sea; venerable but fearful.
The first time she kissed me was also the first time she
discovered my wounds. She jumped lightly as she touched my
arm, letting a trembling oh slide out of her lips, a polite acknowledgement of what she realised I had done to myself. Her
fingers, fluctuating over my hand, were trembling too. Roses
ravaged by a tempest. Her pupils had exploded into the surrounding shadows, the blue in her eyes turned into a thin grey
halo. She wasn’t crying – she never cried. She let her hand
touch the skinless patches covering my naked wrist. It was
a familiar pain; the dryness of fingertips against blood. She
didn’t stop when she heard my swallowed shriek.
“Does it hurt?” she asked, her look as caustic as her grip.
“Yes,” I replied. “It hurts. Stop. Please.”
She didn’t stop. She held it tighter.....

Continue reading on our website:

*
As time passed, loneliness started feeling numb, toxic, a
caustic anaesthetic. I became desperate for sensations. I let
myself cry for days, panic until my heart would implode, love
to the point of agony. Plum circles eroded the skin under
my eyes; sleeping was hard and I could not bear silence nor
darkness. Pain became a necessity, a vomit-stained gateway
to happiness. I felt alone everywhere, even when I spent my
nights immersed in uncaring crowds and chemically-coloured
drinks, purple like the bruises covering my neck. Happiness
was an alien concept, the loss of its memory causing an incessant hedonistic search for it in my own self-destruction. I
remember the moment when I became aware of it. A nameless
woman’s fluctuating lilac hair tickled my stomach, her hand
gripping my thigh. She gasped and looked at me. Her eyes
were intoxicated, covered in violet veins. She asked, “Are you

STRAND | Prose
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The Song of Trees
By Adam Huber

Looking into the mirror I see my Mommy’s eyes. It’s the only
thing of hers I’ve seen in a long time besides all of the colourful perfume bottles on her table. My Daddy still hasn’t thrown
them away; I think he likes looking at them. I put lots of her
purple powder on my eyelids and knock over a little blue bottle
when I put the powder back. I tried to pick it up but I ended
up knocking over another bottle so I gave up and went for the
lipstick. I wanted to put it on like she did. I wanted a part of
her to be with me tonight. I laughed and put the lipstick back
when I got it on my cheeks and nose. Daddy wouldn’t like the
mess, but he is usually happy on the nights we go listen to the
music, so I wasn’t worried.
Daddy took me to the music a lot after the loud people
took Mommy away in the white truck.
“Mommy had an accident and she just needs to rest,” he
told me. After that we could only see her in a big building with
bright lights and more loud people but she was always so
sleepy she couldn’t talk to us. I tried to remember what she
always told me to say when I was sad, “count backward from
all your smiles, remember your happy days.” But we can’t visit
her anymore—Daddy says they won’t let us in. I cried a lot the
day he said that and I still miss seeing her. I miss Tax too. He
came to our house a lot after mommy went away. He made
me laugh and asked Daddy a lot of funny questions like, “did
you and your wife have alterpications often?” or something like
that. I was so scared the first time he came to our house that I
don’t remember much. But I do remember his big, black tie that
looked like a snake that wanted to bite me. He laughed when
I wouldn’t get close to it and he would flip it over his shoulder
like a scarf. I liked his tie better like that; it showed the pretty,
shiny thing in his jacket better too. I like shiny things.
After that he told me to go and play in the other room so
I grabbed my teddy bear Mommy bought me and left. I don’t
remember all of the questions I listened to at the door but I
remember he used lots of big words.
“Who was that man Daddy?” I asked when he left. He told
me it was just the tax man and not to tell anyone.
Maybe Tax could go to the next music with us. Daddy has
fun when we go. I think he thinks about Mommy.
The music is nice but I like watching all of the sticks flying
around and the people’s crazy eyes. They make me and Daddy laugh. This time his smile looked different though. He kept
staring at the lady in the first row with a pretty instrument as
big as she was. She looked like Mommy. I asked Daddy what it
was and he already knew what I meant.
“It’s a cello,” he said.
“A Chelloo…” I repeated. It was a pretty word, almost as pretty as the lady.
It was already time for the break and Daddy started walking away—I didn’t even remember hearing music.
“Daddy wait!” I yelled after him, he was looking in the crowd
and didn’t hear me. I stood and followed him. Then I saw her.
The lady playing the cello was walking down the stairs in her
sparkly black dress. Daddy walked over to me and said we
would be playing our game again and I needed to get into
position. So I did. When she walked by, Dad grabbed the cello
lady’s neck and covered her mouth. The game was on! He
pushed her into the bathroom with the picture of a little man
on it and I stood watch. My favourite part of our game was
watching the people while I waited. Like the old lady walking by
that smelled like apples. And another lady with a doggy in an
orange vest. I wanted to go pet it but I didn’t want to leave my
spot and lose the game. When everyone started walking back
in I wondered if my Dad was almost done; the game didn’t
usually go this long. I walked up to the door to knock and it
swung open.
My head was really hurting when I opened my eyes. I was
in the front seat of Dad’s car with a big bump on my forehead
and my favourite teddy bear in my arms. I looked over at my
Dad; his knuckles were white like my teddy bear’s from gripping
the steering wheel. He didn’t look over at me. His eyes were

looking at the darkness through the windshield. I looked behind me; the cello struggled in the back seat and hit the doors
when we turned. It made lots of loud noises when that happened—like it needed help. Dad must have made new rules to
our game I guessed.
We passed the turn to our house.
“Dad, didn’t we…” I started, but he interrupted me, “Caroline,
don’t talk right now,” he said. He didn’t even look over at me.
I gave up asking questions and tried to ignore the cries of
the cello. He drove for hours before he parked in a forest with
the tallest trees I’d ever seen. When he pulled me out of the
car it smelled like Christmas. He threw my teddy bear at me
and slammed my door shut. Then he threw open the back
door and pulled the cello out by its neck. My knees started
shaking and I couldn’t stop them; my Mommy’s powder started
riding my tears like horses down my face. I remember when he
used to act like this with Mommy. Count backward from your
smiles, I reminded myself. (1) My fifth birthday and all my candles. (2) Going to the beach with sand in my toes. (3) When…
“No crying” my Dad said. “Grab your bear and follow me.” I
nodded quickly and wiped the horses off of my face—turning
my hands purple.
Dad started walking and I followed my orders. The trees
creaked and stretched to warm up as we kicked through the
crunchy, leaf floor. I dragged my bear behind me and my dad
dragged the cello. Little moonbeams poured through the
leaves and I stopped to stomp on them with a big, leafy crunch
when I got bored. But Dad told me to stop. He said I was making too much noise. We walked forever until he found a small
spot without trees. The cello struggled in his hands. When he
got to the middle of the clear patch he threw the cello hard
onto the ground—making a noise that scared the birds into a
forced song. I turned and watched them fly in startled harmony. The cello made a deep, painful noise that made me look
away from the birds and back at my Father. He was kicking,
punching, and twisting the cello. Cold drops of water began
slipping from the clouds and danced off the branches and my
Father. I ran and sat under the nearest tree—it took me in and
saved me and my bear from the rain. I watched one drop after
another hit the cello and run down like tears—soaking into the
ground underneath it. The creaking song of the trees was
now being played by the cello too; its mangled body twisted
and stretched toward the sky. My Father kept hitting it, knocking it so hard that branches and leaves sprang from its scroll.
The strings twisted around its body as the wood was contorted—letting out low and pleading vibrations as the raindrops
scrapped along them. Then the strings snapped under the
weight of my Father’s hand and reached into the ground. The
wind stopped and the trees and birds went silent.
He stepped back and looked around. The autumn leaves
were already falling from the branches of my Father’s secret
tree, leaving a circle of red around the trunk like some giant
paintbrush had attacked the earthen canvas. I sat motionless
while the man wiped the leaves off his hands in the damp
grass.
“Let’s go Caroline!” he shouted, standing up and walking in
the direction of our car.
“But, what did you just do?” I asked, dropping my bear.
“Look at you sounding all grown-up like your mother,” he
chuckled, walking past me.
“But, the cello?” I asked on the verge of tears. He looked
at me with a tilted head, bowed eyebrows, and the grin of a
musician.
“What cello?”
…(3) When Mommy gave me my teddy bear and sang to me
that everything would be alright.
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MUSIC
By Nikhil Kanukuntla

Cerebral,
Fingerpicking
Navigator

Laura Marling
Semper Femina Review

Folk / Country

Laura Marling belongs to a school of late 2000s British
folk artists for whom authenticity is a pre-requisite for musical exploration. The twenty-seven year old’s already prolific
output is shaped by the unadulterated honesty of a young
singer-songwriter, and impresses on her work an emotionally
charged topography. The alto vocal range with which she tempers a variety of conventions; tragedy, excitement, frustration,
delicacy, melancholy, optimism, euphoria; are nowhere better
revealed in her career than on her sixth LP. But in ‘Semper
Femina’, listeners are privy to an exploration of womanhood
that courses throughout. At initial press conferences, Marling
has discarded innocent creativity - “what use is that?” -and
grappled with subject matter of a weightier, practical purpose.
‘Semper Femina’ does not simply operate under the Wildean
crutch of ‘art for art’s sake’ but examines the space between
the perceptions and realities of being a woman.
Written during what Marling has called a particularly “masculine time of her life”, the album rejects hetero-normative,
male-orientated depictions of a lover’s turns. Stumbling upon
the realisation “that the powerful thing to do was to look at
women through a woman’s eyes”, Marling uses exclusively female pronouns to venture into her own explorations of womanhood, femininity and their relationships. The literary intonations that mark her songwriting grant Marling the required
eloquence and space for this kind of questioning. Her love for
Gothic Romantic literature played a big part in her foundational “vocabulary of emotional experience”, now she turns to the
Bohemian-Austrian poet, and archetypal hopeless romantic
- Rainer Maria Rilke. The dreamy and melodic intensiveness
of his poetry is something that Marling draws parallels with;
the second track ‘The Valley’ uses central images of Medieval

English folk poetry, namely of pastoral wariness and preoccupation - She sings in the valley in the morning/Many a
morning I have woke/Longing to ask her what she’s mourning/Course I know it can’t be spoke - but channels it through
sweeping, panoramic sounds. A sense of isolation and asymmetry of self, amplified by surroundings that are wide and
all-encompassing, is a theme that emerges repeatedly in the
album. It is conveyed by the sparse, yet comforting, orchestral instrumentation; carefully weighted to bolster, yet never
overcome Marling’s tender vocals.
‘Wild Once’ furthers Marling’s exploration of femininity,
chiefly to dwell on its multiplicity and an individual woman’s
realisation of it. Her interest in “the archetype of the wild
woman and her unrestrained physicality” was drawn out by
her hiking expeditions along Big Sur, and Laura meditates on
the social discouragement of women to connect with their
physicality to instead champion a woman’s ownership of it:
Well, you are wild/And you must remember and You are wild/
And I won’t forget it. Marling’s ongoing podcast project Reversal of the
Muse, wherein she dismantles the Virgilian relationship of male-to-femalemuse by interviewing women from across the music industry, fosters this
“pointed and political” motivation behind her work. Her interviews cover
“famed singers such as Dolly Parton and Emmylou Harris to female sound
engineers, and guitar shop owners, discussing the nature and shape of
female creativity.”
‘Semper Femina’ is an album of great, unravelling beauty and tenderness. And in an age such as ours, it manages to stay prescient and rooted
without falling into the caverns of displacement and delocalisation. Marling
expertly navigates her lyrical stylings and musicality with more serious and
urgent matters, and without alienating the listener from what is, after all,
a sublime piece of work.

www.lauramarling.com
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(March 15, 2017 @ Crop Circle Club)
LAVIER
Prince of Trash Palace
LAVIER’s debut full length album, ‘Prince of Trash Palace’ is a layered,
jazz-electronic fusion work infused with hip-hop phrasings and incisive sampled melodies.

Sounds Like: Tame Impala’s ‘Currents’ striped back
to an electronic purity

Illuminating Daydream
Smile
(re-released March 15, 2017 @ Aumega Project)
Sublime bedroom-krautrock from ‘Illuminating Daydream’,
the moniker of one-man band Nick Chupka. Recorded in ‘4
different bedrooms across North Carolina’, the eight-track LP
is crammed with DIY reactivity over walls of sound and drifty
falsettos.
Sounds Like: An anarchic cross between Slowdive and Weezer

Digs

Varied
Death of a Customer Person
(July 12, 2016 @ Self-released)
Spoken-word, free jazz stylings from Edmonton two-piece Varied. Their
self-acclaimed “screwball approach” comes through well with the spattered
drumming and baritone poetry.

Sounds Like: Art Blakey meets Stephen Malkmus

(April 16, 2016 @ Soundway Records)

Joe Mensah
Cry Laughter

An extremely rare West African afrobeat gem, recorded for the Decca label in Lagos, Nigeria in 1975. The album enjoyed a celebrated re-release just
over a year ago and with Mensah’s irresistible, poly-rhythmic drumming, highlife tempos and groove-orientated arrangements, it’s easy
to see why. It’s worth a listen for its uncommonness alone.
Sounds Like: William Onyeabor but lighter on the
synths and heavier on the brass.
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Interview

ThatTransCouple
Harry Matthews
Interview by Natasha Rainey
The transgender community has seemingly only
achieved their popularity in the spotlight due to celebrity
transitions in previous years. This growing spotlight has not
always cast the brightest light since that of Caitlyn Jenner’s
transition in 2015. Only five years ago were the transgender community subject to severe marginalisation from a
predominantly cisgender society. Falling under the LGBT+
umbrella, the transgender community have faced scrutiny
by “tacky tabloids and sensationalised television showing a
misgendering, mocking and blatant ignorance of the everyday transgender person”. A much greater education of the
transgender community is demanded for an understanding
of this supposed “unnatural” redefining of gender for an individual. Being transgender at its core is transcending your
assigned gender for a greater understanding of yourself,
how can one perceive this as “unnatural”?
A couple residing in Dublin, Ireland exposed the reality of
being transgender. Harry Matthews (FTM) and Jamie O’Herlihy (MTF) are a transgender couple who found one another
at a transgender support camp. Only when Harry began using social media as a means of communicating his struggle
of coming out and transitioning did I even realise he was not
always the Harry I know today. Harry and Jamie, together
known as ThatTransCouple, have courageously cast stereotypes aside and
over the past year their establishment
on social media has come to epitomise
true self acceptance.
Having won over Ireland and the
internet with their series of transgender themed videos (and their rendition
of Titanic garnering millions of views),
I feel naturally patriotic when I hear
mention of ThatTransCouple. Sparing
time from their schedule of vlogging,
interviews with Irish tabloids and living
normal lives, ThatTransCouple generously answered some questions….

Transgender to me personally, means my gender has
been, or is going through a transition. I was assigned a gender
at birth that just simply wasn’t the label for me, despite biologically it seemed correct. This was due to the isolation I felt
within this body, it wasn’t mine and I felt trapped and this body
or gender dysphoria is what made me transgender, to want to
transition to the opposite sex.
Why do you strongly suggest that people do not ask your
name before the transition? Is this common among the
transgender community?
Asking a transgender person’s name before transitioning is
known as ‘dead naming’ and it’s information I really don’t like to

STRAND | Feature

that makes it harder for her to
come to terms with my ‘new’
(4 years later) name and pronouns. However, this isn’t always
the case for all trans people, some don’t mind discussing who
they were beforehand but generally speaking most trans people don’t like discussing it. Usually you can tell by the person
themselves, if they freely disclose that information that’s their
choice, but never ask.
What struggles did you encounter when coming out and/
or during your transition?
Struggles for any transgender person comes in many different forms no matter how far into your transition you are.
Everything from medical bumps, for example, getting referred
to the gender clinic only to be told the waiting list is 6 months
and then they won’t give you hormones for another 6 months
to being alienated from your family. At 18 years old not only did
I face homelessness while studying my A-levels, but also family rejection, gender dysphoria, relationship issues and much
more. Honestly, the list of struggles could go on and on but
what I think is most important is the self-motivation of trans
people to not let these struggles define them or get them
down, that’s what takes the most courage. I didn’t let it stop
me from becoming the man I am today.

“At 18 years old
not only did I face
homelessness
while studying my
A-levels, but also
family rejection,
gender dysphoria,
relationship issues
and much more”

In your own words can you define what transgender is?

disclose for two reasons. Firstly, why does it matter? You
rarely hear a married woman
being asked “what was your
‘real’ surname?” because people generally only care about
the here and now, so surely
this should be the case with
transgender people. Secondly, I think by openly discussing this information can lead
to accidental misgendering,
for example my mother still
openly states my dead name
in past references and I think
this is one of the many things

Being from Northern Ireland/ Republic of
Ireland, do you feel politics and religion affect you transgender disposition?

Honestly, I’ve never found the divide or
politics of Northern Ireland to affect my transition, they’re too busy fighting over counties to
care about my gender. Religion was the reason my mum rejected me and is still unsupportive of my transition, and I think the political make-up of the country is why it’s still seen
as a ‘mental illness’ by the healthcare system
but asides from that I really can’t complain,
there’s far worse countries. Northern Ireland/
ROI are very lucky to have a medical system in
place which allows for trans people to medically transition, although there is
room for improvement, it’s
still a privilege compared
to other countries and
legally we have Gender
Recognition Act which allows us to legally change
our gender on everything from passports to
birth certificates. So I’d
say despite the fact we
are transgender, at least
have a decent support
network to go through
transition in both NI and
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ROI. As for transphobia, I’ve only ever once experienced this
walking through the streets on Belfast with the comment “Is
that a boy or a girl?” which is more confusion than negativity
as such.
Do you feel progress has been made for transgender
people? Do you feel a sense of security more so now than
in previous years?
When I came out (around 5 years ago) I knew of no-one
‘like me’, I saw only the negative in the media and essentially
was alone, and that was a really scary place to be. It wasn’t
until 2015 that I met another Trans person and got opened
up to the world of Facebook support groups and the likes. So
from this experience alone I definitely think progress has been
made, is this down to me accepting myself? Possibly, but I also
think it’s down to visibility and awareness growing. I definitely
feel like more people are aware of the topic now, and it’s becoming more accepted and a ‘norm’ which leads to greater
security in all aspects from self-understanding and safety.
What led you to become so open about being transgender and starting a YouTube channel/ Facebook page?
For many years I was ‘stealth’ - living life not disclosing my
trans identity and being read as a cis-gender male. This was
due to the shame I felt surrounding my transgender identity.
My ex-partner had told me it was ‘embarrassing’ and a ‘horrible
secret’ to hide that only she would ‘tolerate’ along with my own
mother rejecting me because of it and describing me as ‘sick
in the head’. These aspects of my environment lead to a lot of
self-hatred and a conflicting headspace, I was happy how far
I was in my transition but hated myself for being transgender.
Until the beginning of 2016, I realised I shouldn’t have these
negative feelings in regards to myself and my journey, it’s a
part of me but it doesn’t make me. I realised how I wanted
to be the guy I could have used back when I
had no one or be the guy that allows for more
understanding and maybe my mother wouldn’t
have acted so badly. I need to throw my selfguilt out the window and be proud of my differences and that’s what I did.
Regarding mine and Jamie’s story, it’s a
common misconception for trans people that
they won’t find love or be accepted. We started
our YouTube channel ThatTransCouple to share
our story, which now has nearly two and a half
thousand subscribers, simply to spread awareness, education and hope. From the feedback
we’ve received, it’s definitely doing the job and
we will continue in this field of work.

Any updates of sharing a biological child? What influenced this decision?
The process of myself and my partner creating a biological child is the topic that got leaked
in the press. Although we didn’t want it out to
be exaggerated, it was and now we have to try
and correct the errors the press made.
On paper, the idea could work but it’s a process that involves science, funding, money,
good health and a number of other obstacles,
which means currently, although we are going
through the stages, we have no idea if it’s actually going to work. It’s very early days and we’re
just going to exhaust the choices we have now
to see if it’s even feasible.
The decision came about as Jamie was beginning her transition, the process would kill her
reproductive organs, so it was kind of a ‘now or
never’. It is the same case for me with my upcoming lower surgery. We both thought we’d be with cis-gendered partners so since it became an option we both having
what the other needed to make a child we had to really consider what we wanted now and in the future and thought it’s a
route we should go down rather than saying no and regretting
it later when it’s too late to change our minds. Also a biological
child is something a lot of couples hope for, to have ‘her nose
and his ears’ – essentially we just want to be a regular couple
and have a regular family with 2.5 children and a dog.

“We’ve had
Jeremy Kyle
hounding us
from day one
but we know
this type of
media just
wants
scandal”

Based on previous interviews, are you wearier of what you disclose and who you speak to?

After the incident myself and Jamie had with a well-known
publication, printing not only information that was a breach
of privacy but also sensationalised, we both certainly are being more careful now. What we’ve learnt in general with the
media is that not every platform is a good platform – which
we previously believed. Before we thought getting word out,
whatever way, would help spread awareness. Going for ‘tacky’
media or ‘argumentative’ talk shows isn’t great, these people
simply want a story for drama. With media it’s better to talk to
more reputable, LGBT friendly or ‘safe’ choices to reach out to
others. For instance, we’ve had Jeremy Kyle hounding us from
day one but we know this type of media just wants scandal
and doesn’t have the same goal as us. However, we were recently on IrelandAM and although this is a ‘safe’ option it helps
us to raise awareness since it’s a family friendly show which
allows for discussion and visibility in the everyday Irish home.

Reading back the interview is educational in itself, being
transgender is not just swapping your gender. The emotional and physical baggage of transitioning stretches much
further than changing your name. Ultimately, we must consider that the transgender community are not projects, but
people. Taking charge of your own body does not make you
any lesser of person but defies convention to embrace who
you truly are.

/thattranscouple
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FILM
Three International Faves For the
Netflix Generation
By Ceyda Uzun

In this day and age, how many of you do not have access to a Netflix account, honestly? I’m sure you’ve spent
more time watching generic Rom Coms from the ‘trending’ section rather than studying for all those upcoming
exams…What you’re really missing is probably the international section, allowing you to travel and live vicariously
through other people and places (Because let’s be real you
don’t have the money to travel). I’m here to make the beginning of your journey fairly simple and recommend two
films and a TV series which stand out for their genre and
representative country.
My first recommendation is Divines, released on Netflix late 2016. France is known for its excellence in crime,
but no so much for its female representation. The film is
set in modern day France, around a working class society
who heavily dream and struggle to create the lives that
they envision for themselves. Best friends Dounia and Maimouna, of Moroccan heritage, set out to earn more money
than anyone their age could even dare to imagine. With
themes of sex, abuse, and violence being portrayed in a
society of gangs and drug dealing, I’d say that the film is
not only brilliant at portraying serious issues, but the actors themselves (as I interviewed them in person) are incredibly mature and socially aware for their age. The director (Uda Benyamina) was incredibly unique in terms of her
casting and filming choices; being one of the few drug and
crime films focused on a young female cast. It’s also the
first time Snapchat and other social media platforms have
been used in a French film, to set a story and build a relationship background. Divines isn’t afraid to show you rock
bottom, to portray the real issues involved in education,
society and reality.
My next recommendation is a bit like Marmite…depending on your views towards the ‘dystopian’ genre. You
may have heard of the Netflix original series ‘3%’, as it was
briefly (very briefly) promoted on the home page when
first released last year. The Brazilian series, to sum up, is a
bit of a mixture between ‘Battle Royale’, ‘Liar Game’ (Both
Japanese releases focused on intelligently outsmarting
the opponent) and The Hunger Games. As the dystopian
genre is no longer at its peak in the UK/US, I urge you to
follow its international journey if you were a fan of any of
the previously mentioned films. Before assigning it a cliché,
what sets ‘3%’ apart from the rest is its character focus and
development, exploring each member’s journey and differing reasons for wanting to escape poverty and enter the
promising land of the ‘Offshore’. The series explores the
arduous journey called the ‘Process’, where anyone the
age of 20 can apply to be a part of the 3%; the carefully
selected handful worthy of leaving for the Offshore. The
show doesn’t give away what defines or determines what
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is required to be in the elite group, instead the characters and
viewers are left to decipher themselves what it truly takes to
make it through the challenging stages of The Process. What
would you be willing to sacrifice?
Last but not least, Under the Shadow, a BIFA and BAFTA
award winning independent recently released on Netflix. The
film is set in Tehran, 1980, during the Iran/Iraq war. The story
follows an Iranian mother Shideh and her child Dorsa, as their
minds and home are possessed by a supernatural being
(Known as a ‘Djin’, a spirit believed in Islam which can assume
either a human or animal identity). Alongside the usual haunting progression and story line, we also get a glimpse into life as
an Iranian woman, and what compromises have to be made in
order to raise a family. During a time of religious hardships and
oppression, it is heart-breaking to see a medical student forced
to quit her studies due to war politics, as well as the challenges
surrounding the veil. The director/writer Babak Anvari isn’t afraid
to make his directing debut in a slightly controversial yet intriguing way, through his representation of 1980’s Islam. Shideh
nonetheless shows immense strength in character during this
time, as a Muslim woman. The ‘Djinn’ tormenting their family further adds a religious but equally psychological take on the usual
western horrors we’re used to. With its haunting and mentally
questioning scenes, I guarantee you will be on the edge of your
seat throughout this film.
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Divines

By Lili Hemetsberger

DJ Lilz Dat Kilz

You know that feeling when spring is sort of coming
but it is taking way too long and you feel like a tulip bulb
trying to push through the soil? Except that the leaves of
the tulips are the cracks in your brain from your upcoming
exams, the soil is the grey London fog, and the struggle to
emerge is the fact that global warming will push us down
with bad weather until we suffocate? Well, worry not little
bulb, because these movies will help you ignore all of that
terrible stuff and embrace spring with the passion of a true
procrastinator:
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off (1986) John Hughes’ classic
will make you want to move to Chicago, but in lieu of that
you can sing a long to Dankeschön in the shower and fantasize about marrying a young Matthew Broderick - or Mia
Sara, if that’s more your style.
Sing Street (2016) This musical was ignored by a lot of
award shows, but with an incredibly charming young cast,
self-referential sense of humour, and Blochian approach to
hope, this film will always make you feel better. Plus, the
songs are amazing for any 80s nostalgic.
An Ideal Husband (1999) This Oscar Wilde adaptation
stays adoringly close to the (brilliant) source material - but
luckily cuts out that sexist speech at the end to update the
classic. An exercise in aestheticism, the play’s use o f farce,
irony, and quality banter makes it an uplifting visit into Wilde’s witty version of late 19th century London.
Don Jon (2013) Joseph Gordon-Levitt directed, wrote
and starred in this homage to pornography. However, the
film ultimately tells a powerful story of rebirth as the main
character goes from being a callous, superficial, pornography-obsessed workout junkie to gaining a deeper sense of
self and understanding of others, without becoming too
sappy.
Secretary (2002) The original BDSM Mr Grey is to be
found in this film - really, his name is Mr Grey. However, unlike the emotionless and lacklustre 50 Shades of Grey, this

Mood Movies

film accesses the depths of the two main characters and
creates a titillating, tearjerking, hilarious insight into their
unconventional romance.
To Be or Not To Be (1942) Directed and adapted by
German American director Ernst Lubitsch in 1942, this movie stars Carole Lombard (in her final role) and Jack Benny.
Centred around a troupe of actors disguising themselves
to mess with occupying Nazis in 1939 Poland, Lubitsch’s
Jewish background and dry humour describe a caper that
should appeal to all audiences.
The Producers (1968) This Mel Brooks film is another
satirical poke at the Nazis, something sorely needed in our
current political climate. As a bankrupt broadway producer
and awkward accountant team up to make the worst musical possible, Zero Mostel and the recently departed Gene
Wilder manage to create one of the catchiest and funniest
musicals of all time.
Forbidden Planet (1956) Famous for being mentioned
in The Rocky Horror Picture Show’s opening song and featuring a young (and dashing) Leslie Nielsen, this film combines the ridiculous with the surprisingly poignant. One of
MGM’s many pulp science fiction films coming out in the
50s to 60s, Forbidden Planet is one of their most satisfying - and not only because it has a character called ‘Robby
the Robot’.
Stranger Than Paradise (1984) While generally more
akin to a tragedy than anything befitting spring, Jim Jarmusch’s (arguable) magnum opus is, to put it lightly, a dark
comedy. The film follows a mismatched trio that travel in
search of something more exciting than their colourless
lives, only to find that they are the ones draining the colour
out of everything.
Children of the Corn (1984) This 80s cult horror film
boasts terrible performances by all the adults, and terrifying performances by the children - Malachai and Isaac
will haunt your dreams for years to come. However, this
southern tale of children who rise up to kill their parents in
worship of a corn god is laughably sinister and
more than enjoyable pulp.

Bollywood Bites Back:
The Indian Film Industry’s
Growing Female Voice

Quantico

By Sara Masud
The Indian film industry is increasingly seeing stronger roles being written for women, with many more female
writers and producers pushing this content forward. We
implore you to switch up your Netflix binge and try a few
of these talented ladies on for size. Vidya Balan, Kangana Ranaut and Anushka Sharma are just some of the big
names who’ve been sparking debate over the past few
years. Standout writer-directors include Zoya Akhtar and
Reema Kagti of Talaash acclaim. Other performers to look
out for in the English language space include Deepika
Padukone and Priyanka Chopra. Chopra has been making
a name for herself in America with her HBO series Quantico – she also stars as the villain in the upcoming Baywatch remake. Just how progressive this role turns out
to be is yet to be seen but we have high hopes for the
actress who was recently named one of Forbes most influential people. Chopra’s Bajirao Mastani costar Deepika Padukone is set to star alongside Vin Diesel in the new release xXx: Return of Zander Cage. She is a consistent winner at the
Filmfare and IIFA awards, and is just a flamboyant interview short of being India’s answer to Jennifer Lawrence. Catch her
critically acclaimed performance in the cuttingly witty Piku which is currently available on Netflix. If you fancy a night on the
town, Gurinda Chadha’s latest film Viceroy’s House features a diverse line up of Indian and British actors, including Gillian
Anderson and Huma Qureshi. Qureshi has been a regular on the alternative-commercial film scene since her breakthrough
role in the high energy thriller Gangs of Wasseypur. Also releasing this month, Phillauri ponders the intersect between
spirituality and love, showcasing the talents of actress-producer Anushka Sharma and writer Anvita Dutt.
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FINE ART
By Sara Naffa

“Fantasy, abandoned by
reason, produces impossible
monsters; united with it, she
is the mother of the arts and
the origin of marvels.”
- Francisco de Goya

Aesthetics has always been an integral part of Kings College London; whilst
not necessarily explicit, it remains an absolutely fundamental aspect of the university experience. It is not due to mere
convenience that Somerset House has
become an essential hub for a multitude of events and functions concerning King’s College London, there is an innate gravity felt amongst students and
staff alike to the astoundingly vast and
inviting world of Fine Art.

Sara Naffa | Peacock

Fine Arts as a whole encompasses
a variety of mediums within the realm of
the Arts themselves. Photography, as a
result, is often an art form that is hard
to distinguish from other, more traditional practices within the realm of Fine
Arts and, as such, this issue wishes to
celebrate that rather than diverge from
it. In the future, however, we hope to
present a wider range of artistic genres
such as paintings, sketches, sculptural
pieces (and so on) in this section of the
magazine in order to highlight the wide
range of visual mediums that are able
to capture the intellectual and graphic
perspectives of the artists which produce them.
The Strand Magazine holds a strong belief that the Arts is an academic
tradition that is heavily undermined and generally absent from the current
curriculum offered to students in Kings College London. In our efforts to promote ourselves as an Arts and Culture Magazine we have dedicated an entire
section solely to the active championing of local artists, galleries, exhibitions
and art workshops in London
At The Strand Magazine, we hope to foster the love for all things Fine Art from calligraphy to digital artworks - in our pages and encourage anyone who
holds a similar passion for the Arts to submit their works to us
submissions.strandmagazine@gmail.com

Abstract | Samuel Antonio Turner

Samuel Antonio Turner | Pill Pots
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Kazuo

Ishiguro

By Natasha Rainey
Edited by Helen Blasak

Reviewing his Q&A at The
Maughan Library
The author of such distinguished works as Never Let Me
Go, The Remains of the Day, and
The Buried Giant graced King’s
College London’s Maughan Library last week to share his insights regarding genre, film, and
his own fictional works.
An hour before the event was due to commence, I and the
editor of STRAND magazine lingered around the Weston Room
in the hope of securing an interview. Kazuo Ishiguro, however,
is a busy man– which one might not have guessed, judging by
what his wife told revealed of his “introverted” working methods. Therefore, he was unable to spare the time. He did come
up to us to apologise sincerely for his chaotic schedule, and I
must say that meeting him and exchanging a few words did
soften the blow of missing out on the interview, and when the
time came for the event to begin, we had nearly forgotten our
disappointment. We sat in the front row, waiting, like the rest,
for Ishiguro to impart his literary wisdom.
KCL’s own Jon Day ignited the conversation by asking
about Ishiguro’s intentions when he conceived Never Let Me
Go. As Ishiguro responded, the name I had seen hundreds
of times on front covers and posters seemed to come to life.
I began to see the man who was introduced as a “scientific
study”, as much more of a humble and multifaceted figure; he
seemed much more down to earth than the title of ‘best selling author’ might suggest. He spoke with both intelligence and
humility, explaining that Never Let Me Go took three attempts
to perfect. Crafting the metaphor for human mortality upon
which the novel is centered was a very trying process. Apparently, realising one’s intention is more difficult than Ishiguro’s
novel would lead us to believe.
On the topic of genre, Ishiguro discussed the ill-fitting nature of ‘sci-fi’ for his novel, Never Let Me Go. In the 90s, when
the book was conceived, sci-fi was a considered to be a pulp
genre, and therefore seemed unable grant the novel, or its
overarching metaphor, the seriousness it deserved. The concept of hierarchy among genre surfaced here, and Ishiguro
gave a somewhat equivocal response to the idea. He stated that, when writing a novel, genre does not act as a template, but when it is complete the novel may adhere to the
constraints of a particular genre, and thus ‘fall’ into one category or another. Interestingly, it was not until 2005, following the emergence of the dystopian genre, that Never Let Me
Go found its place in the literary world. Before Ishiguro’s novel
could be slotted into the dystopian genre, the inclusion of a
population being reared for the exploitation of its organs may
not have been read as Ishiguro intended. Now, however, it is
being viewed more widely and appropriately as an invitation to
consider such things as mortality and the sanctity of life. Arguably inescapable in bookshops today–and, indeed, in televi-
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sion and cinema– the dystopian genre allows for novels such
as Ishiguro’s to be viewed as works of literary merit, and to be
taken seriously, as they well deserve to be.
In the audience there were likely more than a few aspiring
writers, and fortunately it was to them that Ishiguro directed
a few words of advice. On the topic of writing a novel, Ishiguro began by describing his methodological approach– or lack
thereof. For Ishiguro, the idea is the beginning. Outlining the
essence of a novel in a few lines “pregnant with possibility” is
often enough. For instance, the central metaphor in Never Let
Me Go was Ishiguro’s first step. However, he did not know then
that it was a step towards a best selling novel. After all, not all
ideas are materialised on paper.
Interestingly, Ishiguro thought his first novel, A Pale View of
Hills, had been disseminated with the features of a screenplay.
He asserted then that his next novel would be one to “justify its form”. Thereafter he published An Artist of the Floating
World which secured the “Whitbread Book of the Year” award.
Regarding this novel, Ishiguro discussed the identity of its Japanese narrator and the articulation of the Japanese-British
experience. Ishiguro argued that although he does feel a responsibility to write with due consideration of his heritage, he
will not hold that above all else, at the expense of the narrative
or character consistency.
This discussion resulted in more politically charged questions from the audience concerning political narratives in
novels, and current events. Ishiguro scoffed when the topic
of Brexit came up, and mused that there may be “explosive
possibilities in the very near future”– ones that his readership,
as well as he, might have to come to terms with.
When the talk came to a close, my notebook was filled with
notes and thoughts I had scribbled hastily, in what one might
have called an “Ishiguro-esque”
fashion. After a glass (or two) of
wine, I felt both stimulated and
inspired. I left the library with
my head full of hope and ideas,
and my arms around a signed
copy of Never Let Me Go.
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WIN A SIGNED
COPY OF NEVER
LET ME GO!
Like and share our
facebook page
The winner will be
announced by the end
of the week
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S T R A N D
About Us

The magazine was crafted by a group of 1st year English Literature students who recognised the lack of a consistent KCL magazine celebrating
the arts and culture of University. A global centre for learning at the heart
of London needs a monthly magazine and so we have collborated our brightest talents to do so.
To create this issue, we’ve paid out of our own pockets to get the first print out before ratifying
as a society under KCLSU next year, so any and all donations are greatly appreciated. You can
donate both in person or on the website by clicking on the donation button in the top left.
The magazine is also available on our website as an interactive ebook
Please collaborate with us. Help us develop and grow.
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Submit your work!

We’re always looking for submissions from KCL
students. If you’d like to submit your work to be
featured in the next issue or even posted on our
website, submit your work to submissions.strandmagazine@gmail.com
Check our website for specifications on submissions.

